END ANCHOR ASSEMBLY (TYPE SFT)

See Note 1

NOTES:
1. See the A7TP, A7TQ and A7TR series of Standard Plans for typical use of End Anchor Assembly (Type SFT).
2. For details of the anchor plate and 5/8" cable, see Revised Standard Plan RSP A77S3.
3. A 6'-0" length steel foundation tube, TS 8 x 6 x 3/4", without a soil plate, may be furnished and installed in place of the 4'-6" length steel foundation tube and soil plate shown. Minimum embedment of the 6'-0" length tube shall be 2'-0", A 3/4" Hex head bolt and nut shall be installed in the hole in the 6'-0" length tube to keep the wood post from dropping into the tube.
4. Install line post, steel foundation tube and soil plate in soil.